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Abstract
Virtual worlds are setting up new standards in software
engineering for building virtual learning environments
(VLE) today. OpenQwaq, which is based on
OpenCroquet architecture offers to both programmers
and domain experts nearly unlimited capabilities for
creating novel computer-based simulated environments.
But, even being built using a highly dynamic, reflective
language and self-exploratory Squeak/Smalltalk IDE, it
still suffers from tight bindings to client-server
architecture, platform dependence and third-party tools.
That leads to unnecessary inflexibility to develop or
deploy new or existing virtual worlds on heterogeneous
ad hoc networks. The article describes efforts being done
for bringing OpenCroquet/OpenQwaq SDK more closer
to a mobile VLE development platform. Krestianstvo
SDK is proposed as a one-click application, for instantly
setting up a VLE in classroom's network, ART
installation, educational disc and similar environments
with support of augmented reality and collaborative
tangible user interfaces.

all these third-party tools are needed? The answer is that
these tools are needed for security reasons and remote
application services. However in learning situation at a
classroom or in Art gallery during installation or multimedia
disc distribution process these features are not needed at all.
So, how about having just a one-click OpenQwaq image
with a server and a client on it, that could be run as on the
Internet or as a local server or just as a client. Imagine that in
a few clicks such system could be used by children for
setting up a virtual world’s server in a classroom's network
or by artists easily prototyping interaction scenarios for their
creative activities and performances.
II. SDK FOR MOBILE VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Krestianstvo SDK was born in 2006 as a concept of
virtual learning environment for mathematics and as
collaborative, highly portable, end-user/programmer
framework for building-then-exploring rich multimedia discs
on art and also as tool for creating real-time art installations
and augmented reality projects. Krestianstvo is built on top
of OpenCroquet SDK with preloaded packages.Some of the
included packages are: Sophie XUL-CSS, Seaside, OMeta,
and Krestianstvo itself.

virtual worlds, virtual learning environment, augmented
reality

I.

INTRODUCTION
OpenQwaq is one of the most awaited framework by
some experts in the virtual world's development domain [1].
There was no any major update to it's predecessor
OpenCroquet [2] since 2007. Alongside OpenCobalt has
done a lot to the OpenCroquet technology so it has not
disappeared at all. OpenQwaq brought new standards for
developing virtual worlds finally became available in 2011.
Release of OpenQwaq means now anyone can set up their
own virtual space or forum and without worrying about the
underlying network architecture, create forums, create
contents for them, place them on servers through the web
and start to collaborate. So, everything looks just fine, but to
start user’s own server on LAN or WAN someone needs to
install Linux, Apache, PHP, MySql and OpenQwaq server
itself following certain config rules and avoiding pitfalls. But
OpenQwaq is developed on Squeak platform, Smalltalk
language, in a self-exploratory environment [3], so why are

Figure 1 Krestianstvo SDK 3D/2D UI based on Sophie's XUL

Krestianstvo is mainly developed in Russian language
using unicode characters in methods and class definitions.
The SDK is updated through change sets and the Monticello
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update stream, a source code could be easily filed in/filed out
containing unicode chars as well. As it is based on Open
Croquet, it includes all of it’s features, but for describing UIs
in Krestianstvo, Sophie's XUL logic (CSS/XML/Smalltalk)
[4] is used (see Figure 1). The same XUL logic is used for
describing the contents of the Krestianstvo 3D spaces.
OMeta [5] is expected to be used for creating the user’s own
languages on describing spaces and for parsing active
formulas or scripts, being enclosed in XML tags. Another
feature of a mobile VLE is the possibility for interaction with
a collaborative space not just with peer computer running
Krestianstvo image, but also using mobile web browsers. So,
Seaside with Comet technologies were chosen for realization
of this functionality [6]. Web-server integration allows multiuser interactions with a shared content on a shared Croquet
island just from a web browser in real time, from devices like
smart-phones and other low-end machines. Mobile SDK
supports a lot of existing physical interfaces available for
Squeak/Etoys to interact in OpenCroquet spaces using OSC
and Midi protocol (TUIO, Wii, Kinect) [7].

Figure 2 shows the process of making music in motion by
interacting people with the musical chair in the figure in
realtime. The musical chair has built in ultrasonic sensor and
is controlled by Arduino board, Krestianstvo SDK and
Supercollider. Several such musical chairs could be run in an
ad hoc network, organizing real electronic orchestra. Figure
3 shows the prototype of controlling user’s Avatar with the
Microsoft Kinect sensor and operating on objects by using
user’s own body and hands.

Figure 3 Microsoft Kinect sensor in Croquet space.

Next feature, which towards to mobile VLE is adding the
support of Live Coding on replicated island for changing an
object’s behavior in a source code on all connected
participants at the same time.
In the current version of Krestianstvo SDK 2.0 anybody
can easily setup a running server on LAN or WAN (http://
www.krestianstvo.ru has already run the same server on the
Internet). Krestianstvo SDK 2.0 is developed on top of
OpenQwaq, so that no part of the original OpenQwaq code is
modified from the functional point of view. This allows to
run OpenQwaq Forums in pure mode as is. Comparing to
OpenQwaq's service provider, Krestianstvo does not need
any external database servers to be run. The data is simply
stored in plain XML files, emulating MySQL/ODBC
database storage logic. A web server, which is used to
administer Krestianstvo server is built and run on the same
image alongside with a virtual world's service provider. In
comparison to OpenQwaq server, which uses an external
Apache/PHP web server, these features make Krestianstvo a
really mobile platform. A real world example of that can be
the online registration and admin web applications running
on the Krestianstvo web site.
III.

CASE STUDIES

A. Collaborative Curved Space Explorer
Collaborative Curved Space Explorer (CCSE) - is a fullfeatured multi-user toolbox for exploring a structure of
curved spaces in 3D with a support of real-time rendering
(Figure 4). Jeff Weeks originally developed and is continuing
to develop the application known as Curved Spaces for

Figure 2 The musical chair is controlled by Krestianstvo SDK and
Arduino board.

These interfaces allow artists to build/run realtime
performances/VJ sessions in theaters, art-galleries and
learning labs, where they get a full featured connected
virtual/real space to manipulate with (augmented reality).
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exploring and rendering curved spaces in real-time in C
programming language [8]. CCSE is actually the port of the
C version into Smalltalk and OpenCroquet architecture. The
CCSE is based upon work partially supported by the the
Russian Foundation For Basic Research under the grant No.
07-0700332.

B. Collaborative multi-touch table
The table, which is shown on Figure 6 is run by
Krestianstvo SDK virtual space and it's objects being shared
on an OpenCroquet island. Several such tables could be
organized into a peer-to-peer network and become a real
collaborative, interactive interface for a classroom,
programmable in Smalltalk. For a recognition process of
physical objects reacTIVision fiducial markers and TUIO
protocol are used [7], based on Simon Holland TUIO for
Squeak work. Fiducial markers are unique computer
generated symbols printed on a plain paper and are
recognized by the reacTIVision software. The SuperCollider
is used for a music synthesizing and is connected to an
OpenCroquet image through OSC protocol, using the idea
from SCIMP (SuperCollider Server client for Impromptu)
and being programmed in Smalltalk. The main part of this
case study is a TUIO protocol and OpenCroquet integration,
that allows to develop new tangible interfaces for multi-user
interactions within one shared virtual space.

Figure 4 The Collaborative Curved Space Explorer

The application allows to run complex simulations and to
achieve a very deep level of collaboration in curved spaces.
There is a default library of spaces to explore, but more
curved spaces could be generated by using the SnapPea
application, suited for creating and studying 3-manifolds.
CCSE is programmed in pure Smalltalk and FFI (Foreign
Function Interface) is used only for OpenGL part of it. That
means that it is highly dynamical and allows to do any
changes in the source code just at runtime. Users are flying
in a selected space at the same time in a collaborative way,
observing their own and the others’ spaceships. Figure 5
shows two spaceships, which represents two OpenCroquet
avatars, entered into one curved space. Programmatically,
space-ships are running on two different machines and are
controlled by real users. So, potentially there can be any
number of participants, observing self transformations in a
curved space at the same time.

Figure 6 Collaborative multi-touch table

If there is no real multi-touch table, somebody still can
interact with a shared OpenCroquet space just by using a
standard webcam and controlling a reacTIVision instance
with printed fiducial markers.

Figure 7 A child’s workplace in a classroom

Several classrooms or child’s workplaces (Figure 7) can be
organized into a united real&virtual collaborative shared

Figure 5 Two users exploring one curved space
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environment. The main difference between existed learning
content management systems and such virtual learning
environments is that learners share exactly their online
activities within a united simulation space and interact with
it’s content by using real physical objects/controllers.
OpenCroquet/Krestianstvo here takes everything on a
distributed computation and neither a teacher nor learners do
not need to think about an underlying program architecture
while preparing to a lesson.

transformations like dividing and adding new virtual
architectural content, while projecting his distributed virtual
model onto physical space in realtime.
D. A multi-user shared remote web controller
The main aim of the next case study is to check how
users can interact with a VLE’s shared content using only a
web browser. Figure 9 shows how two participants change
simultaneously color of the space. In this example only one
participant is running Seaside/Comet application alongside
with an OpenCroquet’s OpenGL space. Any changes
happens on RGB sliders (in one of the browser’s window)
causes the active space’s color to change. Comet technology
drives all opened Web browsers to handle RGB sliders and to
change their visual state automatically (without manual
refreshing of a browser window).

C. Collaborative Art Installation
Figure 8 shows the prototype of a distributed slideshow
application, that can be projected on more then two walls. In
the installation a 3D virtual space is mapped onto real space
consisting of 3 walls. The installation is rendered in realtime
using 3 computers (one per wall) connected to the network
with running Krestianstvo SDK image on every computer.
Potentially this case study is scalable to any number of walls/
projections.

Figure 9 Comet based RGB sliders control the color of 3D space

All callbacks from a Seaside application to an
OpenCroquet island are future events, so they do not destroy
the replicated state.
onSlide: (html jQuery ajax
callback: [ :value |
aColor = #red ifTrue:[self class valueRGB red: value
asNumber.
aFrame future color: (Color r: self class valueRGB red
g: aFrame color green b: aFrame color blue)].

Figure 8 Collaborative Art Installation

An artist gets a full featured connected virtual/real space
to manipulate. For example: it is easy to model augmented
lighting for a physical room, experiment with the transitions
and effects of a light’s source, move lights in the virtual
space, while observing a visual effect on a real room’s walls.
More over, an artist can experiment with geometry

Figure 10 The same electronic notebook on Web and OpenGL
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The first scenario of applying a multi-user shared remote
web controller in a real situation is connected with a
classroom or exhibition/art gallery hall, where we could have
several projections of OpenCroquet 3D (OpenGL based)
space on the walls, to be controlled by visitors, so an
audience can easily interact with a shared content by using
their own web based devices they come in with. Thus, they
can observe both as a web control panel changes on webdevices and as real OpenCroquet OpenGL graphics on the
walls.
The second scenario could be like "blind blogging,
surfing". A user interacts with a shared island and gets a
callback just with an html information on the same device,
but knowing, that his real OpenCroquet world is running
somewhere. But to get a full experience someone needs to
see both an OpenCroquet OpenGL space and it’s web
representation (Figure 10). Such Seaside/Comet applications
for OpenCroquet could be seemed like multi-user shared
remote web controllers for manipulating the OpenCroquet
island content. Several opened web browsers connected to a
one image/one harness are not equal to several
OpenCroquet’s avatars, where each should be presented by
it’s own harness. These remote web controllers are equal
more to a one avatar, which is shared between all real users,
like multi-touch interface over the web.

just to modify parameters, that had been programed earlier or
just to replace the whole image, but they are not allowed to
program on the Island in all replicas at the same time. For
example, it is often needed to modify a source code without
stopping all participants, when there are several running
images define an Island. (Figure 11). Or when several
programmers want to code an Island’s content behavior at
the same time, forming a one image, but working at different
places.
So, as proof of "live coding" concept we can do the
following in OpenCroquet:

E. Collaborative live coding
OpenCroquet is built on top
exploratory environment, where
modified/inspected in real time.
environment is suitable for a live
programming in Smalltalk.

3. Then add instance method to the used harness class,
like:

1. Create the new TObject or TFrame subclass, with
instance method like:
TLiveCode>> compileMethod: aCodeString inClass:
aClassName
aClassName compile: aCodeString.
2. Add this object into the existed island (or register
during initialization):
liveCodeFrame := self harness activeIsland future new:
TLiveCode.
liveCodeFrame future registerGlobal: #liveCoding.

of the Squeak selfeverything could be
This means that an
coding and interactive

CroquetHarness>> makeMethodInFuture: aCodeString
inClass: aClassName
| liveCodeFrame|
liveCodeFrame := self activeIsland future at: #liveCode.
liveCodeFrame whenResolved:[
liveCodeFrame futureDo: #compileMethod:inClass: at:0
args: {aCodeString. aClassName}
].
Calling this method on any of participants will lead to an
equal modification of a source code on all connected Island
replicas (Figure 12).

Figure 11 The Cube of Virtual Reality running by four
Krestianstvo images.

Everything is normal when there is just one computer,
which is used by only one running vm/image. But,
OpenCroquet was built for creating replicated virtual worlds,
which are distributed over the network and several vm’s/
images running at the same time, defining a replicated state
of an Island. For maintaining an identity of all replicas on a
shared Island, nobody from participants can change anything
in the code on their local images. Participants are allowed

Figure 12 Two images are coded at the same time through a
Seaside web application.
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IV.
RELATED WORK
Krestianstvo SDK is inspired by the Squeak one-click
image distribution model [9]. Widely known virtual worlds
platforms like SecondLife and OpenSim do not have a
mobile solution at all. Not to mention their client’s
distribution forms, their servers require very complicated
installation procedures for an end-user. Teleplace and
OpenQwaq clients can be distributed as one-click images,
but they also require an installation of a virtual world’s
server somewhere, which is platform and third-party tools
dependent and can not be distributed as a one-click image.
V.

OpenCroquet/Smalltalk, where LivelyKernel/JS world will
be just one variant of rendering of the Croquet's shared
island.
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